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METHOD

Application of the Photographic Emulsion
Technique to the study of
Li / D

Ueutron Energies

One of the earliest knoiin properties of atomic radiations
was their blackening effect upon photographic emulsions.

However,

Rainganum^ in 1311 uao the first to note that alpha rays of
oblique incidence upon photographic plates left individual tracks
which upon development v'ere visible under a microscope as rows
of silver grains.

It was 14 years later that Blau^ firîst showed

that the individual tracks of the more feebly ionizing proton
rays could similarly be recorded directly in suitable emulsions.
The reason that this method never came into general use
as a tool for measuring the range (and hence the energy) of
atomic projectiles was the nearly concomitant development of
the Wilson dluud chamber which gave a much more accurate range
measurement than was obtainable on the photographic plates avail¬
able at th,i+ time.
In 1931 Wambacher^ reported studies on the effect of .a
dye, pinakryptol yellow, on the sensitivity of emulsions to
4
atomic radiations. This inspired Blau to use this dye (a de¬
sensitizer for visible light) to increase the sensitivity for
proton rays.

Soon after the discovery of the neutron by

Chadwick in 1932, Blau and Wambacher^ demonstrated that the
neutrons could be detected by the tracks of protons recoiling
through the photographic emulsion after being hit by neutrons.
The protons pere provided bj the hydrogen in the photographic
emulsion (H^O ani gelatine) and by a paraffin layer above the
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emulsion.

'

Eirsch and Wambacher6 in 197-3 used this method to study

the neutron energies from Be under alpha particle "bombardment*
Upon ChadwickTs suggestion*-H. J. Taylor7(1935) made a care¬
ful study of the emulsion technique and in cooperation with the
research staff of Ilford Ltrd* produced a series of special "R”
plates giving denser proton tracks and less background grains.
Barer theless, Taylor concluded that the method had uncertainties
which unsuited it for the quantitative study of neutron energies.
However Taylor and his colleagues^did use boron, lithium, and
nitrogen impregnated plates to identify the disintegration pro¬
ducts of these elements under neutron bombardment.
9
research
In this country Wilkins and his coworkers have donw^on alpha
particles by the photographic technique and have made a careful
study0of the difference in grain separation of tracks left by
protons* deuterons, and alpha particle's.

n

Recently (1940) Wilkins

'

and Euerti reported on scattering experiments using photographic
tK #

recording of the particles.

Rumbaugh and Locher^2 and Wilkins

and St. Helens-^ have also applied the emulsiim technique to
cosmic ray studies (1935),

(Also Blaul4jl937; Schopper}5 1939;

Jdanoff^® recorded cosmic ray bursts by this method.)
Recent improvements in emulsions suitable for this sort of
work have reopened the question of the applicability of the
photographic emulskion to neutron energy studies*

Agfa developed

a special "E" plate (not available in W.S.) which gave good tracks
with a mimimum of fog.

In England the Ilford Lt’d produced a

special halftone plate, 70-100 microns thick, which todate is
the best plate obtainable.

Using these plates Powell and Pertel17

reported neutron and proton distribution curves which were comparable

to the results obtained hy oloud chamber methods* There is also
between
18
good agreement^Powell's flourine neutron distribution by the
19
photographic emulsion method and Bonner's distribution by the
cloud chamber method.
In regard to neutron energy studies* the chief advantages of
the direct photographic method are that scattering material can
be kept to a much lower minimum than that possible in cloud chamber
investigations, and secondly, as the photographic plate is contin¬
uously sensitive, the recording of the neutrons requires only a
few hours use of disintegration equipment thereby making the
atom smashing equipment available for many more experiments.
Comparable experiments with cloud chambers would tie the equip¬
ment up for several weeks«or months.

The advantage of the speed

in the recording of the data is partially offset by the longer
and more tedious examination of the plates under a microscope which is
necessary for the evaluation oi the data.

l’or very high energy

neutrons the photographic plate has the advantage that it is
equivalent to a cloud chamber of infinite diameter.

Thus there

is no problem of making the cloud chamber large enough and strong
enough to withstand the high pressures (^14 Mtmospheres) necessary
tib stop the long range recoil protons (#200 cm).

Of course even

in photogrphpio emulsion* the yield of long tracks wholly recorded
in the emulsion will decrease very rapidly with increasing track
length unless the ratio * of the emulsion thickness to the track
length is of the order of the sine of the allowable angular spread
of recoil protons selected for measurements.

It Is for this

reason that the 100 micron thick Ilford plates are so whll suited
for this sort of work.

Dr. W, P. Swann of the Eastman Research
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Laboratories is cooperating in testing whether or not still thicker
emulsions can be used.
The purpose of the present investigation was to master the
photographic emulsion technique and to deti mine its potential¬
ities for the study of neutron energies.
At Dr, T,

"f, Bonnerrs suggestion the neutrons from the dis¬

integration of lithium by deuterons were used for this latter
purpose.

This reaction was selected for the study because it

gives a copious emission of neutrons of Widely different energies,
(0-14 IJTeY).

Also two studies of the neutron energies had previously

been made vith which results could be compared.
by Bonner and Brubaker

°0

The first one

in 1936 used recoil protons in a methane

filled cloud chimber and gave a continuous distribution of neutrons
characteristic of a three body disintegration such as
7/2

LI1 / H

2He4 / n1

l ^

and also gave a homogeneous high energy group of neutrons around
13 ITeV which is attributed to the formation of Be8 in the ground
state :
Li7 / H2

Be8 / n1

r u

To cover this wide energy range of recoil protons by meins
of a cloud chamber, Bonner and Brubaker were forced to take a
series of runs at increasingly higher pressures.

However, at

14,7 atmospheres their methane filled cloud chamber would stop
only 126 cm range protons.

To record those of maximum energy

they made runs \ ith strips of nica across the chamber.

In this

way they were able to cover the whole energy spectrum, but
uncertainties involved in making proper corrections for the
mica might alter significantly their high energy distribution.

-5The use of Helium recoils (mass 4, lienee reooil velocity 2 '5
that of the proton) for these high energy neutrons was made
feasible by Bonner and Brubakerrs study^of the (B r H'-'} neutroi.
recoils in both hydrogen and. in helium.

The uncertainties

involved in the mica corrections could theft be obviated by using
g*>

a helium filled chamber.

Stephens

in 1938 used this method

to reinvestigate the high energy portion of the lithium neutron
spectrum.

Besides the end group reported previously he found

a wide group fhalf width 1,5 MeV) at about 10 MeV wnich might
be attributed to the formation of Be® in a three MeV excited
Li7 / H4*

—>• *Be8 / & /
*

8

*$e

o

—^ 2He4

+<$/

Although a 3 MeV level in Be8 had also been reported from another
23
disintegration , there was still the possibility that there
was an anomolous neutron cross section in Helium at this energy
which would account for the group. In further work Staub and
24
Stephens
also got a million volt plateau about OMev the terminal
point of vThich has about the right energy for the maximum neutron
energy -nroduced by
Li7/ H2

—>

He5 / He4

/ Q4

He5 /—He4 / n / Ci5
It was hopi-d therefore that by using this reaction to get
a comparisinn of the emulsion and cloud chamber methods it might
at the same time yield information a3 to the reality of the 10 MeV
group and the low energy plateau found by Staub and Stephens.
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ITotes on the ‘Photographic Emulsion Technique:
(1) Drrulsion characteristics: Ordinary photographic
emulsions are entirely unsuited for this sort of I'ork^Jbecause
the large number of background grains which develop

without

exposure preclude the recognising of atomic tracks even if
the emulsion is sensitive enough to record the tracks.

However

certain commercial slow speed fine grain emulsions such as are
used,, on "process" plates have a low enough background to be usuable
if they are sensitive to the atomic particles.

Thus Hammer

Process Plates and Eastman lantern Slide plates were free enough
from background that the alpha particle tracks due to radioactive
contamination in the glass were visible. However these plates
more
were found to be insensitive to theAweakly ionizing proton radiation.
Dr. W, E. Swann ôf the Eastman Kecearch Laboratories has
been collaborating in an attempt to prepare an emulsion satisfactory
as regards the sensitivity and background fog.

Three different

experimental emulsions supplied by him have been tes'Wby exposure
to lithium neutrons.
Eastman
Exp. Emulsion
Ho.
110,073

The tabulated results are shown below:
Sensitization

Grain size

Background

Recoil
Proton

P. Y.
none
P. Y.
none
P. Y.

very lovr
low
low
high
low
medium

no
no
no
yes
no
no

extra fine

123,026

fine

126,517

medium

%

lr«it merit

P. Y. = pinakryptol yellow

As regards the linear density along the track, emulsion no. 123,026
gave better results that the Ilford niâtes but the background
fog is such as to make them unsuited for measurements.

The

*-7

Ilford special halftone plate is !yet ^ much superior, hut the
Eastman Ko<ï îk Co. is still(rorking on the development of a good
proton plate.
(2) Expo sure arran cement : The plates are protected from the
light by wrapping in black paper.

If the high voltage source

produces a high X ray intensity it is also necessary to shield the
plates with lead.

This was found not Ibo be necessary for the

new high pressure electrostatic generator as the iron tank and
concrete wall provided sufficient shielding.

For exposure the

plates vrere placed with the plane of the emulsion at 90° to the
target so that the neutrons entered the plate tangentially.

The

distance from the target(iO cm) was such that the neutron beam
was approximately parallel.

Plates were exposed for one, two,

and three hours to the neutrons from a metallic lithium target
bombarded by 1200X7 douterons.

The three hour exposure gave

rather too many tracks for convenient examination.
(3) Processing technique: Much more than ordinary care is
required in processing the plates if fog is to be kept to a
minimum.

Development should be done in complete darkness and

the temperatures of theAeveloping solutions aarefully controlled.
Any high contrast developer is usuable but there should be also
a high bromide concentration to restrain the development of
un exposed grains.

For the very thick Ilford emulsion a strongly

caustic developer is needed to shrink the gelatine quickly and
allow the developing agent to oenetrate quickly to the bottom
or otherwise the surface becomes overdeveloped before the lower
portion is affected.

Also hydroquinone is superior to elon as

a developing agent as the elon developes the surface layers too

8-
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rapidly.
used;

The following developer recommended "by Ilford LtTd was

Sol'n A hydroquinome 25
K metahisulphite 25
KBr
25
water to make
1000

gm
gm.
gm
c.c.

*olrn B ICOH ( stick)
50 gm
water to make
1000 c,c.
Mix equal parts of A and B Just before using.
thre©minutes at 65 F.

Develop

A thorough rinse and a few minutes immersion in a hardening
bath is needed to condition the gelatine for the prolonged fixation
and washing which the 100 micron thick emulsion requires.

Thu,*

thick Qmulsions require about an hour to clear even in a fresh
fixing solution.

To minimize injury to the gelatine the plates are

removed soon after clearing although they are probably not Completely
fixed since they are left with a yellovr stain which Dr. Swann*
attributes to this cause.
After processing, the plates are kept in a humidor to prevent
the cracking of the emulsion: due to dehydration.
are a real problem in this respect.

Thick emulsions

If exposed to dry air the

emulsion either cracks all over or curls up from the edge of tne
plate pulling glass lamina with it.

In observing the plates

under a microscope it is well to have the light source filtered
of heat rays so that the drying

effect is lowered at the point

where the light comes to a focus in the emulsion.
Attempts at incorporating hygroscopic agents IflaClg) in the
emulsion were only partially successful in preventing this stripping
of the emulsion.

The best solution seems to be the application

of a thin film of colloidin to the emulsion after processing.
* Private communication

-9
This stripping- of thick emulsions is even a bigger problem if the
plates are to be used in a vacuum

the plates cannot be

treated with anything which woul$4ffect the development of the
plate.
(4) Viewing technique: Measurements could be made by a
calibrated eyepiece scale, but as the track lengths may be over
ten times the field of view such an arrangement is tfeither
convenient nor accurate for any but the very short tracks.
An ordinary measuring microscope would be satisfactory except
that its focusing arrangement, magnifying power, and method
of illumination are not adequate for careful examination of the
tracks.

Thus objectives of large numerical aperture are necessary

if the depth of focus is to be small enough that a decision can
be made as to whether a given track is wholly contained within
the emulsion.
To meet these requirements the arrangement shown in fig. fl)
was used.

This consisted of mounting the drawtube, objective,

amd fine focussing equipment of a Baush & Lomb compound microscope
upon the bed of a Gaertner
measuring microscope which hacUi
a vernier on the micrometer scale
reading to 0,001 mm.

To provide

adequate illumination the Gaertner
stage was replaced by the Bausch
&lomb stage which was adapted for
an Abbe condenser.

The 1.8 mm.

flojurite oil immersion objective {Numerical Aperature ■ l.S, mag¬
nifying power = 100X) was used to get the needed small depth of
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focus in the object space.

Castor oil was used instead of cedar-

wood oil for the immersion medium as it has less tendency to gum.
Then £ the depth of focus in the object space is given by25
£

- 2 dx

=

A/sn sin2(f)

where ^ is the wave length of the light, n the refractive index
of the object space and oC is

sin^(RA/n),
then

BA

=

numerical Aperature

^ * 0.37 microns
or 3.7 x 10~°cm.

Two paired 7.5x hyperplane* Bausch & Lomb eyepieces in a
binocular tube attachment gate a net magnification about 750x.
The binocular arrangement is highly desirable if not almost
a necessity when many measurements are to be made, for, while
the stereoscopic effect is neglible, the saving on eyestrain is
important.
A mechanical stage rtading to O.lmrn was used to manipulate
the plate and record the coordinates of tracks.**
Both dark and bright field illumination were tried.

The

darkfield is perhaps easier on the eyes but fog and surface
markings seem to show up worse.

Furthermore, for best results

with dark field illumination the cone of light from the
dark field condenser must be rather accurately centered with
respect to the axis of the objective.

Of course this centering

is destroyed by the measuring microscope arrangementAin which
there is relative motion between the objective and the condenser.
ffl

fith bright field illumination this centering is not critical

within several millimeters and hence a track of 1500 microns
*For this sort of work flatness of field is essential
**A loan from the Rice Biology Den't.

r^

L

to be measured under optimum light conditions.

A further objection

to dark field illumination in the case of the Ilford plates was
that tie glass was not the standard microscope slide thickness
and hence the dark field condenser could not be adjusted

enough

to bring the focus of the cone of light exactly within the emulsion.
(5) Measuring technique: For searching for measurable tracks
the plate was moved from left to right by the mechanical stage.
The width of the field of view was apnroximately 120 microns.
500 microns were skipped between each lateral trip across the
plate to make sure that tracks originating in the adjoining strip
. not
would-be measured. As a further precaution against remeasuring
the same track the coordinates of each track weæ recorded along
with its length.

This was especially important when there were

several tracks in the field of view.

The actual length measure¬

ment was accomplished by a parallel motion of the microscope
with respect to be beam of incident neutrons.
(6) Criteria for measurable tracks: The most accurate method of
measurement of the neutron energy by proton recoils is to measure
only those tracks which make a small enough angle with the incident
neutron beam that the recoil proton may be considered to receive
the total energy of the colliding neutron.

If

l

is the angle that

the recoil proton makes with the incident neutron, then the energy
of recoil of the proton (Er) is

where

E
=" En cos2(*
r
is the neutron energy. Hence for
Ep

6

z

11° then

= 0.96 En

and the error thus introduced is probably smaller than the uncertainly,
in the determination of the length of the track.

12-
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The following otfteria wefiethen adopted to determine whether
a given track should he measured:
With 'flu !

uf

*jf

f

1. The angleAof the recoil proton in tie plane of the
emulsion should he less than or equal to 11 gegrees. Gross
hairs in the eyepiece were used to apply this condition.
2. The angle perpendicular to the plane
must he less than or equal to 11 degrees.

of the emulsion
This criterion

needed to he aonlied only to the short tracks for the long
tracks could not exceed this angle and still he wholly recorded
in the emulsion.

Practically the way this criterion was applied

was to require that a certain minimum length of track: he in
focus at one time.

In determining this

length it was necessary

to take cognisance of the fact that due to the finite grain
size,particles just above and just helow the plan** of focus
would he fairly well in focus.
3. The total length of the track must lie wholly within
the emulsion.

This was decided hy focusing abovè and helow

the endpoints of the track and noting whether there were still
background grains in focus.

This is whete

an objective of

large numerical aperature is important in order to get the
needed small depth of focus.
Correction for the differing probability of observing long tracks;
Because of the finite thickness of the emulsion it is
than the long
evident that many more of the short^tracks will satisfy criteria
2 and 3 above.

Hence in order to get the correct relative

number of short and long tracks it becomes necessary to apply
a correction for the differing probability of observation.
Consider the protons scattered from some point 0 within

-13the emulsion.

Let

diT
0
^
0

d

- number of protons scattered per unit
solid angle.
» angle between the reooil proton and
the direction of the incident neutron
z
track ,length of recoil proton
= max. angle -feat, aaamrtl vu>ntrm
aatee with the vertical and horizontal
planes intersecting on the line of
neutron motion that the proton can
make and still he considered measurable.
(See criteria 1 and 2) 0O =11 .
= effective thickness of the emulsion

ABGD and «prs are defined by the figure below:

For an infinitely thick emulsion then all the protnns
scattered through the solid angle subtended by ABGD would
satisfy all our criteria independent of the position of of
and henoe would be measured,

lor an emulsion of finite thickness

then if o is near the top or bottom of the emulsion there
will be some of the protons scattered through ÂBCD which will
not lie wholly within the emulsion and henoe would not be
measured. • But all protons scattered through the solid angle
subtended by

satisfy our criteria and hence are measurable.

Then if

“ no, scattered through ABGD and if

* no scattered through then a measure of the probability
that a track of length s and of angle with the vertioal and
horizontal planes

be measurable is

found
°ÂBCD easily^provided the angular distribution of
scattered protons is known.

For the energies of thell lithium

14
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neutrons the scattering is essentially spherically symmetrical
in the center of gravity coordinate system

: du = kdw where

dw is the unit solid angle in the canter of gravity system*
Transforming to laboratory coordinates we have:
dcr=
Hence for.

OARQp

2ksintf*cos^«d^d9.

we have;

0^CJ> 8 J

't'

*

-

O %

A— /'= ***'/£,)

y ~
3?or convenience in calculation the determination of

is

considered for two different cases of track lengths.
Gasel : Ratio of track length to emulsion thickness such

Su*

that the track can not make an angle

éQ

with the horizontal

%
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Case II»(A11 tracks shorter tha& those considered in Qase I)
The correction here is dependent upon the position (x)
of the scattering center fo).

However upon averaging over all

x the final result is
Wn =

1 - (s sin

éQ)/zd

.

In deriving this expression two subcases A and B are distinguished.
11^: Tracks shorter than case I hut long enough that
for any position of the scattering center 0^,^ < CT^OD

scattering center is exterior to gh,
xQ - d - s sin

60

"h" and "g" are a distance

from the "bottom and top surfaces of the emulsion.

Hence the form of the correction when 0- x ^ xQ must first he computed
and then avèraged with the correction of case I

when x ^ x0.

Evidently when o is exterior to gh, then all the particles scattered
throughout one half ABCBvplus those scattered throughout
(/.*. A*w)

16-
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will equal cÿ^f , the totil number of tracks wholly recorded in
the emulsion.

Hende the correction Wjjj when the scattering

center is exterior to gh has the form
#V

s

*

it fc/trX)/(f*ABQI))

=

% r

KÀ

de

Hence

V=

/«AliOD

2 ff

=

C l

4 ffij/sfc

r

sin2«(0

where cr^ is the same as in case I, i.e, (kx/s}sin(^0.

or]^ is

given by
=

/ /£ksin^*co8d*dcf“d9

°ii'-

(kx/s)sincL

since ©i and 0" are the same angles that these sysmbols denoted
in case I.

Therefore
w

hj

=

^ ■/ fx/2S'Sin(^0)

and the average value from x
^hj

=

s

0 to x

W (*o/4s *sind0)

: x
0
=

is
(d / S‘Sin2^0)/t4s-sin d0)

Finally then if we average both corrections from x t 0 to x ! d/2
we have :
W

IIA '

(s/i>

[zoWhj

r

~ *o>WlJ

= 1 - (s*sW0)/2d
Case HB: Track lengths shorter than case II .

Thus for

-17It is evident from the figure that when the scattering center o
is interior to mn then all protons scattered thru

ABOD

are recorded

and hence Wmn - !•
When the scattering center o is between x » 0 and x s x*
then the situation is similar to o being between
case Ils.

and j in

Hence
Wnp =

Whj = £ / (x/2s«sind0)

Taking the average between x = 0 and x r X* we find
né

*

W
- ^ r (x'A-s xind.)
np
.
0
since x* equals (s*sindo)»
Finally if

= 3/4

and Wn'p are averaged from x = 0 to x = à/2

the result is
W

I.IB

=

=

z/i

^

u

'z

1 - (s sind0)/2d

In recapitulation then
Wj

d/2s-sind0

for s ^ d/s sind0

*11 = 1 - (s »sind0jfc/2d for s —

d/s sind0

The average effective thickness d of the emulsion was mea¬
sured to be

80 microns.

Taking sindQ = Q.20 we obtain the

correction curve shown on the accompanying graph.

For conven¬

ience in applying the correction (l/w) was plotted against recoil
prutütt.

energy instead of plotting F against s the range in the

emulsion.

It is to be noted that the correction becomes quite

significant for high energies.
Results :
About 2600 tracks have been measured and recorded in
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-18overlapping 0.6 Mev energy intervals.

The 1938 Cornell raig e-

energy curves were used in transforming the range intervals* to
energy intervals.

Seven microns of emulsion was taken eqvi on

valent to one centimeter of air in stopping power.4'

The dot¬

ted curve gives the recoil proton distribution after the cor¬
rection for the differing probability of observing long tracks
has been made.

To get the neutron distribution it is necessary

to correct for the change in the neutron-proton scattering
OO

cross section with energy.

Wigner*s approximate formula

holds well for not too high neutron energies:

<T

-

2

4TT!V

M

1
1
/
e*
£E0

[I

/

3
1 /
4 e / iEoj

where E0 is the neutron energy, e = 2.18 Mev is the binding
energy of the triplet (ground) state of the deuteron, e* = 0.12 Mev
is the binding energy of the singlet state of the deuteron, M is
the mass of the proton or neutron, and

h

- h/2ir.

When this correction is made, the resulting curve C on the
accompanying graph represents the neutron energy distribution
as found by this experiment.
Discussion of results:
A comparison o£ these results by the photographic technique
with the cloud chamber results of Bonner and Brubaker

and of

Staub and Stephens indicates that the emulsion method promises
to be a fruitful tool . for neutron energy investigations.
Confirming evidence is given for the existence of a wide
group of neutrons at 10-11 Mev as found by Staub and Stephens

-19wit h helium recoils.
Uo indication is found for the existence of a plateau, at
2-3 Mery which Stauh and Stephens report, hut the rather sharp
rise at 4 Mev may quite will be due to the appearance of the
maximum energy neutrons from
Li7

/ H2

—* He5 / He4
He5

/ 14.3 Mev

He4 / n / 0.8 Mev

which should have a spread in energy from 018-3.8 Mev for 0>»8 Mev
deuterons.*

for 1.2 Mev deuterons the maximum neutron energy

should he hut slightly higher sinee the neutrons are from a
two stage reaction.
neutrons from the li

6

isotope may account for part of tha

rise below 3.7 Mev and may possiblÿi provide the peak at 3 Mevj
Li6

/

H2 —►

Be7

/ n

/ 3.3 Mev**

For 1.2 Mev deuterons the maximum neutron energy would he around
3.65 Mev so that the peak might he expected to he around 3 Mev.
Of course all these neutrons are probably superposed on the
continuum from the three particle disintegration:
Li7 / H2 —*

2 He4

/ n

/ 15 Mev.

The sharpness of the peak at 2.9 Mev suggests that part Of
these neutrons might he from deuterium contamination of the target
by the ion beam.
xf
neutrons from
H2

/

H2

With 1.2 Mev bombarding energy these 2.6 Mev

He2

/ n

/ 3.36

get 0.3 Mev from the bohbarding energy and thus come where this
peak is actually observed. If as high as 1fo of the total neutrons
^
^
* Calculated by Staub and Stephens24 from Livingston and Betheâs
expression, Rev, of Mod. Phys., 9, 280, 1937
** Calculated from Haxby, Schoupp, Stephens, and
Wells report
(Ed. Am. Phy. Soc., Bee., 11, 1939} that Be7 is 0185 Mev
heavier than Li '.
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were from deuterium contamination this would be sufficient to
account for the peak at 2.9 ®ev.

This sfcrt? of contamination

might be more likely for continuous bombardment than for the
intermittent bombardment used in. cloud chamber work.
The asymmetry of the group at 11 Mev may be experimental
as the statistical fluctuation in this region is high.

The

magnitude of the correction^rhich must be applied in this
region makes the final neutron curve rather sensitive to the
manner in which the initial curve was drawn throughsthepexperimental points.

However most errors in measurement of long tracks

are probably on the short side because the lower ionization of
the high energy proton reduces the linear grain density along
the first part of the track to such an extent that there may
be actually rather wide gaps in the forward end of the track
* which make “the determination of the start of the track uncertain.

The small hump from 4.2 Mev to 6.0 Mev might possibly be
due to neutrons from nitrogen.
lithium target soon turns black.

A freshly prepared metallic
This is believed t«U due to

the formation of H I on its surface.
3
30
the yield from this disintegration
lï14 /

H2

O15

With 1.2 Mev. douterons

/ n l

5.1 Mev.

might be sufficient to produce the above ^mentioned rise, for
the neutrons should have an energy spread of about 4.2 Mev5.8 Mev according to the distribution found by Stephens, Djanab,
and Bonner.2®
The relative intensities of the end group* the 11 Mev group
and the low energy maximum are not the same as reported by
Staub and Stephens.

While it is possible that this is a real
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difference due to the higher bombarding energy in this experiment,
it is more likely to

be attributed to experimental differences.

The present data is believed to give the best representation
of the relative intensities of these groups because the ratio
of the cross section., in helium to*
studied carefully above 6 Mev.

hydrogen has never been

Staub and Stephens assumed this

ratio to be one for the high energy portion of their distribution.
Further,the uncertainties inherent in joining together the
data from the series of cloud chamber runs necessary to cover
the spectrum might sensibly alter the relative intensities of
the groups as found by the cltoud chamber method.
Correlation with alpha particle distribution!
'
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Bonner and Brubaker*s distribution was taken to mean that
practically all the neutrons (except the end group) were from
Li7 / H2

2 He4

/ n / 15 Mev,

where the mechanism of the disintegration was supposed to be
* ’ *rJ ~

the temporary formation of a highly excited Be®" which immediately
disintegrates to give the two alpha particles.

Even on the

more recent data this assumption of the'Ntprmation of a temporary
Be

8

*

is believed to*be the mode of disintegration giving all

neutrons above 4 Mev except the end group.
If the above is the sole or chief mode of disintegration
then it should be possible to correlate the experimental neutron
and alpha particle distributions.

This was first done by Kempton

Browne and Maasdorp^l for their alpha particle distribution and
Bonner and Brubaker's neutron distribution.
qualitatively very good.

The agreement was

It is therefore interesting to see

what effect this group of neutrons at 11 Mev from the first
exoited level of Be® kaS

0n

the calculated alpha partiole dis-
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tribution*
If T
then

T/S

5

kinetic energy of the neutron* Q = reaction energy,

is the recoil energyAthe Be® and (Q - $T/B) is its

excitation energy,

From momentum and energy considerations

then it follows that thffiiaxlmnm and minimum enerjgjes of the
emitted alpha particles are

*min

=

If [iQ -T) - 2lT(ï/8)(Q- 9T?8)J and

if we assume an isotropic distribution of the alpha particles
R
about the recoiling Be nucleus, then the distribution of the
alpha particles between these limits may be computed*
Let

A(x) be the experimentally determined neutron distri¬

bution after the energy scale (T) has been transformed to
x -

Then the calculated alpha particle distribgtidi&i
f
31
P(^) is given by
,Y{
(T/Q).

Pfo)df

=

ini XMdx
JjjixJ8)(1~- 9x/8)
*z

where

x1,2’=

[(2/5)(tf t

5 -

)]

2

and
^ =

E/Q

The integral is evaluated graphically using the experimental
neutron distribution.

The results are shown in figures II, III*

and IV of the accompanying grpph sheets.

The experimental

alpha particle distribution of Eempton, Browne and Maasdorp
is given for comparison (curve A of figure III),
The effect of the peak at 11 Mev is

to raise the

calculated alpha distribution at low energies to values consid¬
erably abouè the experimental values. (Compare curves E and
F of figure II and D of figure IV with the experimental curve

-23A of figure III).

TMs^ disagreement is serious at low

alpha particle energies because for i£<.3 a very neglible
portion of the alpha distribution (calculated) can be attri¬
buted to the neutrons from li^ or from He^.

The reason

for this disagreement is not understood at present.

Perhaps

agreement could be obtained by performing a similar computation
but assuming
-Li7

/ H2

He5 /

*

He5
as the mode of disintegration,

He4
>

/ 14.3 Ilev,

He4

/

n

/

0.8 Mev

^hen it is possible that if the

proper ratio of the two reactions were selected, the correct
alpha distribution could be calculated.

This would also give

information on the relative neutron yields from the two modes
of disintegration.

The writer hopes soon to make such a

calculation.
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